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Protocol 

Where and when: PSF meeting room floor 3 at Thursday Jan 24 at 10 am 

Participants: Martin Moche, Herwig Schuler, Tobias Karlberg, Christian Löw, Alina Castell, Lionel 
Tresaugues, Michael Raba, Alena Stsiapanava, Sing-Mei Lim, Fatma Guettou and Robert Schnell 
  
  
1. Experimentalists and crystals for the upcoming beamtime events.  
  
  
Diamond I04 Thursday 21 February Soluble Team 

Experimentalists: 
- Dominic Böth  
- Maybe Tobias Karlberg 

- Maybe Amy Cherry or Kaoru Nishimura  
- Maybe Maria Svärd if Tobias Karlberg is NOT going 

Sending crystals 

- Alina Castell 
- Maybe Tobias Karlberg if NOT going  
One unipuck with 16 crystals are available for senders! 
  
PSF provides administrative support with the following deadlines for housing/taxi/safety application 

- Friday February 1 for experimentalists => increase probability for housing next to beamline 

- Friday February 1 for protein targets safety application (a few extra targets February 13 is ok…) 
- Heathrow <--> Diamond Taxi requests require sharing your flight numbers and details asap. 
  
Unipucks and dewar shipping 

- One unipuck set with seven pucks and 16 positions per puck, in total 112 crystal positions, can be 
borrowed from PSF.   
- Dewar shipping to be organized by experimentalists however address labels can be collected from PSF.  
  
  
Diamond I02 Tuesday 19 Mars Membrane Team 

Experimentalists: 
- Damian Niegowski 
- 2 people from Biophysics not yet decided 

Sending crystals 

- Alina Castell 
One unipuck with 16 crystals are available for senders! 
  



  
BESSY BL14-1 Tuesday 26 Mars All PSF users 

Experimentalists: 
- Ömer Poyraz  
- Alina Castell 
- Maybe Tobias Karlberg 

Tobias and Ömer do have radiation passports for working at BESSY 

I will apply to SSM for Alina’s radiation passport and Alina will apply for the KI radiation safety course at: 
http://www.karolinska.se/Verksamheternas/Kliniker--
enheter/Sjukhusfysik/Stralsakerhetsutbildning/Stralsakerhetsutbildning-
Nuklearmedicin/Stralsakerhetsutbildning-DTKonventionell-
rontgen1_20110706_12341_20110706_1239/ 

  
Sending crystals 

- None at present 
One ESRF puck with 10 crystals is available for senders! 
  
ESRF pucks and dewar shipping 

- Two ESRF puck sets with in total ten pucks and 10 positions per puck, in total 100 crystal positions, can 
be borrowed from PSF.  ESRF pucks at BESSY require MD7-402 vials from Molecular Dimensions. 
- Dewar shipping to be organized by experimentalists however address labels can be collected from PSF.  
  
  
  
BESSY BL14-1 Thursday 11 April All PSF users 

Experimentalists:  
- Martin Moche  
- Alena Stsiapanava 

- XXXX 

The presence of Martin Moche at the beamline implies: 
PSF will ship your crystals to the beamline and provide nitrogen, loops and bases for your crystals.  
PSF will charge either SEK 225 per crystal send or SEK 112 if your research group is present on-site like 
Alena Stsiapanava will be for this trip. 
Ideally PSF would bring 80 crystals for BESSY and estimate 15-16 datasets to be collected in 24 hours. 
  
  
  
BESSY BL14-1 Wednesday 15 May All PSF users 

No decisions taken since beamtime far away in time 

  
  
  
  
2.  Result of Diamond application Oct 2012 and preliminary information regarding beamtime 
distribution 
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Our Diamond BAG got seven visits (21 shifts) for the upcoming six month period April-September 2013 
and none of these shifts are yet scheduled by Diamond.  We were asking for 27 shifts since membrane 
team aimed for monthly access to Diamond.  Once the beamtime dates are finally decided by Diamond I 
will make a preliminary beamtime distribution.  I plan to divide the seven visits as five for the membrane 
team and two for the soluble team for the six month period April-Sep 2013. The membrane team 
consists of Biophysics (Christina Divne and Pär Nordlund) and Chemistry II while the soluble team is all 
other research groups working at PSF. 
  
Decisions on the beamtime/research group distribution between the teams will be finally decided upon 
in yet another beamtime meeting during spring 2013. 
 

 

 
 
Agenda send out by Email 
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